Corporations could become entangled with the ongoing protests in Hong Kong in diverse ways. For example, corporations may supply crowd control weapons to Hong Kong police, share protestors’ personal information with government authorities, allow their online platforms to disseminate protests-related messages, suspend public transport around protest sites, or may discourage, discipline or dismiss their employees for participating in protests. Moreover, some corporations might be responsible for creating socio-economic conditions (e.g., unaffordable housing) that have partly fuelled the discontent behind these protests. In recent times, some of these corporations have come under pressure from Chinese authorities to adopt a hard line against both protests and protesters.

In such a situation, should corporations blindly follow the Chinese authorities’ directions to safeguard business interests, or should corporations also try to discharge their responsibility to respect human rights under applicable international norms? After explaining some of these international norms, this seminar will explore several strategies that corporations could adopt to not only make profit with principles but also guard against unreasonable pressure exerted by the Chinese authorities.
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